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1. Introduction

Let Zi, ..., Z„ where Zi = {X„ Y,) be N independent observations
from a biyariate distribution. We assume that the random variable
X takes only two values 1 and 0 with P{X = 1) = /> and P (Z = 0)
= p = q. Let the conditional distribution of Y given X = j
0" = 0, 1) be P(7 < j 1X= j) = Fj(y). The problem considered is
that of testing the hypothesis H: -Fi = Fq against the alternative
A:F^^F^.

We divide the observations Z^, into two groups according
as the observed value of X is 1 or 0. Let U^, ..., C/„ (« > 0) and
Fi, ..., Fjv-« denote those values of Y for which the corresponding
X is observed to be 1 and 0 respectively. Since for given «, C/i, ..U„
and Fi, ..., F,,_„ are independent, the problem of testing the hypothesis
H is equivalent to testing the hypothesis that the two independent
samples come from the same population. However, the problem
differs from the usual two-sample problem in that the number of
observations in each of the two samples is a random variable.

In what follows, we assumethat F^ and Fq are absolutely conti
nuous having density functions /i and /o respectively. We further
assume that jFi and Fq have the same functional form except that they
differ either in the location or the scale parameter.

Several two-sample non-parametric tests have been proposed for
testing differences in location, especially those by Wilcoxon,^^ Mood,®
Wald and Walfowitz^^ and Lehmann.® More recently, some non-
parametric tests have been proposed for testing differences in dis
persion by Mood," Sukhatme^" and Kamat.'' The purpose of this

♦This research was performed while the aulhoi was a graduate student at
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, and was sponsoied in part by
the O^ce of Ordnance Research.
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papef is to study some of these tests with reference to the problem
considered above.

In Sections 2 and 3, we consider the median test and Wilcoxon
test for testing differences in location, Sections 4 and 5 are devoted
to Mood's rank test and the run test for testing differences in dispersion.
For convenience of exposition, the cases when p is known or unknown
are treated separately. In the former case both exact and asymptotic
properties are investigated. In the latter case, the various test statistics
are modified by replacing p by its usual estimator p and we investigate
whether the tests based on the modified test statistics are asymptotically
distribution-free.

2. Two-Sample Median Test

We assume that the sample size is odd, say N = 2k LetW
denote the sample median of Y observations and let m be the number
of C/'s which are less than W. The hypothesis H: Fi = Fg is rejected
if m is either too large or too small. First, consider the case when the
distribution of X is known, i.e., when p is known.

2.1 Joint and Marginal Distributions of m and W

Henceforth /(.) denotes the probability density function of the
random variable written in the parentheses. We first prove the
following lemma which gives the joint distribution of m and W.

Lemma 2.1.1.—The joint distribution of m and ^ is

I(;fc 11! W"
X [1 - pFi (iv) - qF^ (w)]'̂ [pA ()v) + q.h ()"')]>

(2.1.1)

for HI = 0, 1, ..., /c, — oo < < + oo.

Proof.—Observing that n is binomial random variable b{N,p),
we have

f{n, m,iv) =f{tn, iT' In)f{n). (2.1.2)

Fioni Mood («)

f{m,w\ n)

={-r-r^—iv\m \ in m — 1)1 )
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(»1" l'-"' (»1
(2.1.3)

Using (2.1.3) in (2.1.2) and summing (2.1.2) over all admissible values
of n, we obtainf(m,w) as given by (2.1.1).

Under the hypothesis H:F^ = F^, (2.1.1) reduces to
ATI

= m\{k-m)\k\-Fimfiw)
(2.1.4)

for /M, 0, 1, ..., fc; — cx)< >v < + oo.

Integrating (2.1.4) over the domain 0 (w) < 1 it is seen that
/n is a binomial random variable b {k, p). Also it is seen that the
marginal distribution of # is

N\
/(»') = /ttm - ^(W]V(nO; - °o < ,;<+oo.

2.2 Asymptotic Distribution of m

Let ^ denote the median of i.e., ^ is the root (assumed unique)
of the equation

PF^{^ + qF,{^) = (2.2.1)

Theorem 2.2.1.—Let

[NpF^m^ -

where ^ satisfies (2.2.1). Assume that in some neighbourhood of
the density function /,- (x) (z = 0, 1) has a continuous derivative. Then
the asymptotic joint distribution of (>•, ij) is bivariate normal distribution
with zero mean vector and covariance matrix S = (ct„) given by

2r.'. p , q[pAH^)F,{^ + qf,\^) F^]K) H, 2F, (a [pf, >

CTja = (72 (,;) = ^
4[^A(6 + 9/o(a]^'
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°(2M(fl)t[/./.(»+«/.(f)]'•
Proo/.—ThroughoutthisproofwewriteFi=(0and/i=fiiO-

ThejointprobabilitydensityfunctionofmandWisgivenby(2.2.1).
ExpandFi(i+rjIinTaylor'sseriesaboutf.

=2-»(»)•
Employingtheaboveexpansionsandsubstitutionofexpressionsfor
Vandt]in(2.2.1)yields

{CT^}{sT(r^.<w(2«*--}

2v

VNF„

,2\

X{p/i(f++:^)}•

7i-v

LetS={(v,-q):a^b,c^d}wherea,b,canddarefinit.
NowusingStirling'sformulaforn\,takinglogarithmsandusingserie-
expansionforlog(1+x)itisseenthatuniformlyinSwehave

f(^o/i+5'/o){2\pf^_u
~nkiSpqF,F,)i2r.Li^x'F„

+2{pA+gf,y]+4^^-2vr?ipF,)i
Nowaftermakingthetransformation{m,»')->(v,itiseasilyseen
that

J)d

limP{a^vi^b,c<<t/}=J//(>',v)dvd-q,
W->oo""

where/(f,tj)isthedensityfunctionofthebivariatenormaldistribution
statedinthetheorem.||
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2.3. Consistency of the Test

125

Consider a two-sided test of the hypothesis H: = Fo against
the alternative A.-F^j^Fo for which the critical region is given by

(m -kp)

ikpq)i

The sequence a is chosen so that

lim a ~ (a
N~>oo

here ta satisfies 1 — <P (to) = a/2 and ® (t) is the standardized normal
distribution function. Then the power of the test is given by

> t N, a-

=.-p{ - +

2{F,(OFom^ 2ikpqFAOFo(0)i
m-kpF,(0

'JV, o

<
2{kpqF,(0F„(i))^

<
tN,. ^ kp(\-2F,)(^,) 1_

2 (F.iO F, {0)i 2 {kpq F, (0 F, (0)^]

If (i)^ 1/2, the power tends to 1 as iV tends to infinity. Hence the
test is consistent.

For alternatives F^ > Fg, (F^ < Fq) we prove in a similar
manner that the test is consistent if F^ (i) > 1/2, (Fi(f) < 1/2).

2.4. Asymptotic Efficiency of the Test

Let Fi{y) = F^iy — 6), then H: F^ = Fq is equivalent to H: 8=0.
For alternatives 9 > 0, we evaluate the relative asymptotic eflSciency
of the median test with respect to the corresponding parametric test
when Fi and Fq are normal distributions with means and fj,o res
pectively and a common variance a^. F^(y) = F^ (y) if and only if
Ml = /^o which is equivalent to p = p (X, Y) = 0, where p is the cor
relation coeificient between X and 7, Tate.^^ Let A = —Mo)/'̂ -
Then we are testing the hypothesis A = 0 against A > 0. The test is
based on the sample correlation coefficient r, between X and Y. Tate^^
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proved that r is asymptotically normally distributed with mean and
variance given by

MA U A ' AU 4Af (1 + pq/^^y,
(2.4.1)

Thecritical region for this test is given by rN'^ > where {t'n'.a}
is such that lim t'N',a=ta and <P (?„) = 1 —a. Since r is asymptotically

normally distributed the asymptotic power of the test is obtained as

lim j8V(A)= lim
J7'->oo ( v jy )

=1_ 4.( ,im MWy
\iV'->oo (^A W V /

Now for a sequence of alternatives {An'} where Aw' = S' > 0.

and

>A„' (/•)•
lim

N'-^oo L«^An' ('•)-

Therefore

S'

Vpq'

lim (Aw) =^{-t, + S'Vpq). (2.4.2)
N'->co

Now for the median test under consideration the critical region for
testing H: 0 = 0, against the alternative 0 > 0 is given by

(w -kj?) ^ ^

-mF
where

lim ijv, a = - (a with 0 (- ?„) = a.
W->co

The asymptotic power of .the test is

Um m-0( lim
N-><x> \N->00 /

For a sequence of alternatives {0^} with 6^ = 8/iVi, S> 0,

ito riM#] = 1,
w-»oo l^ej^ (m)_
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Also since f satisfies

Hence for the sequence {0jv}

I • ^ '

which yields

lim (0„) = ®(- + 8/0(0 {2pq)i). (2.4.3)
iV-»C30

The two sequences {Aw}and {6i„} will be the same if N'IN= S'̂ jS^

From (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) it is seen that

lim (Sn) = lim (AwO
iV->DO iV'->oo

only if S'/S =-v/2/o (I). Hence the required efficiency is given by
eiM,r) = lln.

2.5 Case when p is Unknown

The theory developed so far is not applicable when p is unknown.
In this case we consider the test based on the statistic (m —kp)l{kptj)i
where p is the usual estimator = njN. We now show that the test
based on this statistic is asymptotically distribution-free.

Theorem 2.5.1.—Under the hypothesis H\F^ = F^, the statistic
{m —kp)l{kpq)i is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero
and variance

Proo/.—Since plim^ = ;7, by an application of Slutsky's theorem/
plim (pqlpq) = l. Hence the limiting distribution of (m —kp)l(kpq)i
is the same as that of (m —kp)j(kpq)i.

Write

m —kp _ m —hp k{p —p) ^
{kpq)l ~ {kpq)f {kpq)^ = 2"

The asymptotic joint distribution of {T-^, is bivariate normal n {0,2)
with S = ((j^j) where 0-11=], = <^21 = o'22 = 1/2. Hence the required
result follows.
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3. Two-Sample Wilcoxon Test

As before, let Zi = (X,-, Yi), i = 1,2,3, N, be independent
observations from a bivariate population, where X assumes only two
values, 1 and 0 with probabilities p and g = I —p respectively. The
test statistic may then be defined as

N

i#i=l

where

l,ifZi= l,Xi = 0, andYi< Y^,

0, otherwise.

If C/i, ..., Uf, denote those Y observations for which the corresponding
values of Z are observed to be 1, and V^, ..., Vif^„ the remaining F
observations, then N (N — I) is the total nuniber of pairs ({7(, Vj)
such that Ui< Vj. The hypothesis H:F^=-Fo is rejected if is
either too large or too small.

3.1 Mean and Variance of

E, (U^) = E,H (Z.-, Z,) =pqiF, (y)dF, (y) (3.1.1)

To compute the variance of write (7^ as
N—n n

/=l

where

,, . fl, ifM<v;
* = lo. otherwise.

Squaring (3.1.2), and taking expected values, we obtain the conditional
moment:

N' (N- 1)^ E, (t7„^ \n) = n{N-,i)S F, (y) dF,{y)
+ n{n-\){N-n)l F^^ (y) dF^ (y)
+ n(N-n){N-n-l)S[l-Fo (y)]' dF,(j)
+ nin - \){N - n)iN - n l)[J F^(j) dF„ iy)]\

(3.1.3)

Write = N{N — . .{N —r + 1). Since n has a binomial dis
tribution b (N, p)
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B[n''>(N-ny'>]=j?YN('-+'>. (3.1.4)

We obtain after using (3.1.3) and (3.1.4)

= Ar(i^- 1) [J" {y)+{N-2)p\ F^\y)dF,(j)
+ {N-2)ql{l-F,{y)YdF^{y)
- 2pq (2N- 3){J F^ (y) dF, {y)Y]. (3.1.5)

In particular, under H {2).I) and (3.1.5) reduce to

=f, (3;1.6)

^2.^7 im- \lN-\ (2iV-3) -j

3.2 Distribution of VIf

Define

Tn= N(N— 1) i7jv=(number ofpairs (Z,, Z,) such that Xi=l,
Xj = 0 and < 7J.

Tif takes values 0, 1, ..., k, where k = max n{N —n) =- [N^lA] where

[x] denotes the largest integer < x. LetV„, denote the value of
Tjv when ti is fixed. Clearly takes values 0, 1, .. .,n{N ~ n),
and

P{T^ =t}=Ys (0 P 'v- =0- (3.2.1)
n=0

Mann and Whitney® have shown that P {T„_ = t} satisfies the
recurrence relation

P{T„. =0=^P P{r,
(3.2.2)

Using this in (3.2.1) we get

P{T^ = t}=pP{T^_^ = t)

t

+^2] (^ « P{T,„ f- «}.
H = 0

(3.2.3)
9
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(3 2.3) is a recurrence relation fov P {Tf^ from which we can
find the distribution of Tf, under the hypothesis H for all N. It is easy
to prove by induction from (3.2.3) that, • . . .

p {T-jv = 0} = 2" for all N.
r-0

The probability distribution of T^, obtained by using (3.2.3) is given
below for N = 2, 3, 4, 5.

t P{T^ = t}

N = 2 0 p^'+pq + q^ .
1: pq

2 0

N=3 0 p^ + p^q +pq^-\-q^
1 p^q+pq^

2 p\ + pq^
3 0

II

4^

0 p'̂ + P^q + P^q^ +pq^+q^
1 p'q+pY+Pq^
2 p^q + 2p^q^ + pq^ , •

3 p^q + p^q^ +pq^

4 pY

N= 5 0 p^ + p^q + pY + pY + pq^ +
1 p'̂ q + p^q^ + p^q^ +Pq^

2 p^q + 2p^q^ + 2p^q^ + pq*

3 p'̂ q + Ip^q^ + 2p^q^ + pq^

4 p*q + 2p^q^ + 2p^q^ + pq*
5 p^q^ + pY

6 p\^+p^q^

3.3 Asymptotic Distribution and Consistency of the Test

Clearly t/jv is a (/-statistic in the sense defined by HoeiTding.^
Hence (C'w)]/°^» (^w) is asymptotically « (0,1), both under
the hypothesis H as well as under the alternative.
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; Consider the tvyo-sided test of the hyp_othesis H: against
4-.Fx^-Fo,, with critical region | [U^ - E, ((7^)] | > The
sequence is chosen so that lim where satisfies 1 - 0 (to)

N->ck>

= a/2. The power of the test is given by .

U^~E,(D^) ^ ^N, aIPi¥^ -fo|

= 1 - P f Ep (Uj^) I

Proceeding as in Section 2.3, if J (j) dF^ {y)¥' h the power tends to 1,
as iV -> CX3, and hence the test is consistent. In a similar manner it can
be verified that the test is consistent when > i^o or F^ < Ff,.

3.4 Asymptotic Efficiency of the Test

We now find the asymptotic efficiency of the test based on 0^^
with respect to the parametric test based on the sample correlation
coefficient between X and Y, described in Section 2.4. We have seen
in Section 3.3 that tJf, is asymptotically normally distributed both
under H and the alternative. - Proceeding as in Section 2.4 it can be
proved that the required relative asymptotic efficiency is given by

,3

-ipq Att (1 3pq) •

The asymptotic efficiency e{Ufj, /•) is a maximum, namely, S/tt when
pq = \, and is a minimum namely, 3/477 when pq = 0.

3.5 Case When p is Unknown

We now estimate p by its usual estimate p = njN and consider tlie
test based on the statistic [U^ - Eff(U^)]laf (£7„), where Ef(U^) and

are obtained by replacing p and ^ by ^ and q respectively, in
(3.1.6) and (3.1.7). It is interesting to note that this test is not
asymptotically distribution-free," in that it depends on the distribution
of Z.

Theorem 3.5.1.—Under the hypothesis H:F-i_=F^, the limiting
distribution of the statistic {U^ - Eff{Oj,)]laf {U„), is normal with
mean zeroand variance {1 —[(f) (1 —2py]j{\ —'ipq)}.

Proq/;—Because plim^ = p, byanapplication of Slutsky's theorem,,
plim (pqlpq)i= 1, which implies that plim = cr^ iU^). Hence
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by a theorem of {\,p. 254), it follows that the asymptotic distribution
of [C7jv—{0^y\la; (i/jv) is the same as that of
Write

CTpC^w)

Since

pq-pq = {p- p) (1 - ^P) -iP-P)\
we have

Ut,~E^{U^) ^ Vin-EA^n) _ (P-P)ii_-^P)
"t> ( 2orj, (t/j,)

: ^P-Py
2o'j, (i/w)

where cr,(^7„) is given by (3.1.7). As N^{p -p)l(pq)^ is bounded in
probability and plim |^ 1= 0 the third term in (3.5.1) tends in
probability to zero. By Hoeffding's theorem (2, Theorem 7.2) the

•asymptotic joint distribution of the first two terms in (3.5.1) is bi-;
variate normal n (0,S) where 2^ = (0^) with

_ _ _ [3 (1 - 2py]
Til = 1. <^12 - ^21 - <^22 - [4 (1 _ 3^^)] •

This proves the result.

4. Rank Test for Dispersion

Now we consider a rank test for dispersion for the problem under
consideration wliich is stated in Section 1. In this section we use the
jiotation employed in the previous sections. For testing the
hypothesis H: F^ = Fq against the alternative that F-^ and differ
only in the scale parameter, we consider the test based on the statistic

W

where denotes the rank of f-th ordered Uobservation in the combined
sample of f/'s and Vs. H is rejected if Wis either too large or too
small.

4.1 Mean and Variance of W

First we find the mean ajid variance of W under the hypothesis
H: = Fa- It has been proved by Mood," that the conditional
moments of W for fixed n are,
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Using (3.1.4) we obtain

(4.1.2)

Let

M,,=^![F„(y)nF,{y)]'dF,(y).

To obtain E(W) under the alternative note that

+ (4.1.3)
i=l i=l

and use the following results from (10),

E(^E^n\n^ =n{N - n) Mm +" ^ ,
E \n^ =3n(N- n) (N - «)"»

+ i « (« + 1) (2« + 1).

After using (3.1.4) to obtain E^^ E and eJ^E n^y E^ (W) is found
out to be

(fF) =I TV (iV - 1)2 + (AT - 1) (iV - 2)
[12pg Mn + 6q' M^o - 6q + 2p^ - 3p].

(4.1.4)

4.2 Asymptotic Distribution of W

Define three functions H, K and L as

u(7 _ 1if = 0' 1 and Y, < Yr,if(Z, Z,) - |o^ otherwise.
ri, if Xi = 0, Z, = 0, r, = 1 and Yi< n,

K{Z„Z,,Z,) = l Yj<Y,;
(.0, otherwise,
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ri, if Z,. ^0, X, = I, Z, = 1 and < Y^,
L{Z„Z,,Z,) = { Y, <YU

(.0, otherwise.
Using (4.1.3) it is seen that W can be expressed in terms of H, K and L
as - . . -

W

N"

N{N-l)
^2

+ j^3 [2«.(« + 1) + 3« (AT + ly - 6(N + 1) n(«+l)]

(4.2.1)
where are ^-statistics defined by

.V ' ' ' '

j#i=i

1
• •

~2) TiN{N~ l)(N-2)

1

. i7^l¥'k=l

N

N{N'- \){N-2) 2] L(Z,iZ„Z^.
j^K¥-i=l

Theorem 4.2.1.—Let t= WjN^. The asymptotic distribution of
[T— £p (r)] /CTj, {T) is n (0,1) both under the hypothesis as well as
the alternative.

Proof.—©bserve -that the second term of (4.2.1) converges in
probability to;? (4^^ (ip + 3)/12. ByHoelfding's theorem (2, Theorem
7.2) it follows that the asymptotic joint distribution of
t/j,''" is trivariate normal. The required theorem follows by an applica
tion of a theorem of (l,p. 254).||

4.3. Case When p is Unknown

Here, we estimate /? by p = nfN and consider the test based on
[r —Ef {T)]la^ (T), where E$ (T) and {T) are obtained from (4.1.1)
and (4.1.2) by replacing p hy p and q by q. It is interesting to note
that this test is asymptotically distribution-free.

r/;eom?3 4.3.1.—Under the hypothesis H:F^ = Fo> the limiting
distribution of {T —Eg (T)]/ct^ {T) is n (0, 4/9).

Proof.—Since plim p = p, the liihiting distribution of [T —Ep (r)]
£7- (T) is the same as that of [T —Ef (7')]/o'p (T), Also
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T- Ef (T) _ TE,{T) E,-{T) - E,{T) _
a,{T) cr,{T) a,(T) ^

(4.3.1)

Note that after using the expressions for Ef(T), E^iT) and cr^ (T), b
in (4.3.1) can be written as

b =
LV9> ip-p)

- + c^bfY c
-AT)

where c converges in probability to zero. Note that a and b^are jointly
asymptotically normally distributed with mean vector zero and Co-
variance matrix Z = ((t,j) with un— 1, (ri2 = 0-21 = o'22 = 5/9, Hence
the theorem follows.

; . 5. Two-Sample Run Test

For testing the hypothesis H: = F^, combine the two samples of
E/'s and F's aind arrange them in the order of magnitude. Here we
consider the test based on d, the total number of runs of U's and F's.
The hypothesis H is rejected if d is too small. Mood' has given the
exact sampling distribution of d under the hypothesis H when p is known
and-further proved that under the hypothesis H, the asymptotic dis
tribution of {d —2Npq\l[l {Npq {1 —2,pq})^ is n (0, 1). These results
are obtained by other authors, see, for example, Wishart and
Hirshfeld," Iyer.® . .

Here we consider the case when p is unknown. Consider the test
based on [d —2Npq]j\2 (Npq {1 —3p^}) i] where p= njN. Itis proved
in the following theorem, that the test is not asymptotically distribution-
free in that the limiting distribution of the statistic depends oh p.

Theorem 5.1

Under the hypothesis H: = Fa the asymptotic distribution o f
(d—2Npql[2{(Npq (1 —3pf})}i] is normal with mean zero and variance
.l-(l-2py,(l-3pq).

Proof—As in Theorern 3.5.1 the symptotic distribution of
(d—2Npq)l[2iNpq{l—3pq})i] is the same as that of (d— 2Npq)j
[2 (Npq (l-2>pq)% Since pq - pq = (p - p) (1 - 2p) - (p - pY,
we can write

^ . d- 2NpQ d-2Npq _ N^-(p-p) (1 - 2p)
2 \Npq (1 - 3pq)]i 2 [Npq (1 - 3pq)]i [pq (1 _ 3pg)]f ;

.. .. • Ni(p-py
Ipq (1-3^0
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It can be shown that asymptotic joint distribution of the first two
terms in the R.H.S. of (5.1) is n (Q, 2) with

^ = (<^0), ffii = 0'12 = <^21 = 0-22 = (1 —2pfl{l—3pq).

Also noting that the 3rd term in the R.H.S. of (5.1) converges in prob
ability to zero, the required theorem follows.
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